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AgroLyte Ecosystem

AgroLyte is a Decentralized Agricultural Finance Company, with the sole
purpose of making agriculture greater than ever before with the
integration of Blockchain, The rise of Blockchain technology has
achieved a lot on a global level. Agrolyte is joining the race to a greener
world by giving Blockchain a new and one of the largest playground in
the world Agriculture and its Finance, creating a better future for both
farmers and the people.
AgroLyte will provide loans to farmers and Blockchain Based software’s
that is designed only to achieve and ascertain increase in the chances of
maximizing returns, with the features of complete transparency,
traceability and also maximum efficiency under a decentralized network
powered by Blockchain technology and available to every Farmer and
Agro Based Businesses and Companies.

AGROLYTE ARICULTURAL FINANCE (AFF)
AgroLyte is scaling the fence and taking agriculture finance to the final
level without excluding Micro and Macro Levels, Our Platform will be
designed to ensure a faster and 100% Secured Financial Aids get to any
Farmer or Agro Based Firm and Company anywhere in the World.

Below are some Agriculture Financial Services we are to provide under
AgroLyte Agriculture Finance (AAF)
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Asset and Vehicle Finance: AgroLyte will provide all services regarding
agricultural assets financing, this will include Asset Refinance, Equipment
Leasing etc.

Livestock Finance: AgroLyte will provide farmers with finance to
increase their livestock and thereby increase farm products.
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Green Energy Project Finance: AgroLyte is in full support of the use of
renewable energy and is willing to provide financial aid to all Sustainable
energy projects.

Land and Property Management Finance: AgroLyte will provide
Financial Aid to farmers to get their farmland equipment back in shape
and also to maintain it.
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Startup Loan Finance: AgroLyte will provide loans to start up farmers,
so as to enhance the growth of agriculture and also ease the usual
difficulty of starting a standard commercial farm.

Benefits of AgroLyte Agricultural Finance (AAF)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Decentralized Aid Provision.
Expert Finance Advice.
Best Interest Rate.
Repayment Structure is Convenient.
No Collaterals etc.

AgroLyte Blockchain
AgroLyte is developing a Blockchain Technology powered to provide
proper data documentation, transparency and traceability, Efficient
Management of Agricultural Activities and also management of the
Farmland. An Ecosystem dedicated to ensure a more efficient and
comfortable way of carrying out agricultural activities.
All transactions and activities done on AgroLyte Ecosystem will all be
executed on the Blockchain.
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AGR Token
AgroLyte (AGR) Utility Token will be used for every activity done on
AgroLyte Ecosystem. This is to ensure decentralization and aid gets to
farmers in every corner of the world also ensuring that the entire world
feels the impact of this great movement.

AgroLyte Initial Coin Offering (ICO)
AgroLyte ICO will be having a decentralized Initial coin offering via our
smart contract this is to march up our global impact expectations. This
means that anyone anywhere can participate in our Initial Coin Offering.

Token Sale Details
No Private Sale

No Pre-Sale

ICO PRICE: 1ETH = 3,000,000,000AGR
Min Purchase: 0.01ETH
Token Sale Timeline: 5th of October – 11th November
Soft Cap: 600ETH
Hard Cap: 1,680ETH
ICO Total Supply: 21 Billion

Note: There will be no Bounty only Our Pre ICO Contest
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JOIN US ON TELEGRAM
t.me/AgroLyteOfficial

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
https://twtter.com/LyteOfficial_

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE
https://www.AgroLyte.com

CHECK OUT OUR MEDIUM
https://medium.com/@agrolyteofficial

MAIL US ON
support@agrolyte.com
corporate@agrolyte.com
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